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Ambassador Lee E Wanta <ameritrustusa@gmail.com>

Thank You, Dear Mr. Wanta! Re: Fwd: : Important!! GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO
! Precursors, Components, and Inferred Structure and Goals of “Syndicate”-
Corporate-Government-Military-Intelligence’s GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO /
TECC: Qui Bono?

Nina Sidorova <nikasid108@mail.ru> Sat, May 18, 2019 at 11:04 AM
Reply-To: Nina Sidorova <nikasid108@mail.ru>
To: Ambassador Lee E Wanta <ameritrustusa@gmail.com>

Thank You, Dear Mr. Wanta!  

Суббота, 18 мая 2019, 7:24 -07:00 от Ambassador Lee E Wanta <ameritrustusa@gmail.com>:

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Nina Sidorova <nikasid108@mail.ru>
Date: Fri, May 17, 2019 at 11:58 PM
Subject: : Important!! GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO ! Precursors, Components, and Inferred Structure and
Goals of “Syndicate”-Corporate-Government-Military-Intelligence’s GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO / TECC: Qui
Bono?
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Precursors, Components, and
Inferred Structure and Goals of

“Syndicate”-Corporate-
Government-Military-Intelligence’s

GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO / TECC:
Qui Bono?

Posted on May 6, 2018  AuthorEric Karlstrom Leave a

comment

Precursors, Components, and Inferred Structure and
Goals of “Syndicate”-Corporate-Government’s Global
Organized Stalking/Electronic Torture/Mind Control
Operations (‘GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO,’ for Global
Organized Gang Stalking Neuro-Warfare Groups’

Electronic Surveillance, Slavery, Tracking, Targeting,
Torture, and PsyOps Operations; and ‘TECC,’ for “The
Electronic Concentration Camp”); Qui Bono?

Dr. Eric T. Karlstrom, Emeritus Professor of
Geography, California State University, April, 2018

I. Abstract; Explanation of New
Terms: GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO

and TECC

The term “gang stalking” does not adequately describe
the Global Corporate-Multi-Governmental (US-UK-Russia-
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Israel and others)-sponsored DOD-CIA-FBI-MI6-MI5-
Mossad-NSA-DHS-Civil-Military Stalking, Electronic
Torture, and Mind Control Operations to which it generally
refers. These programs, many presumably classified, still
do not have an official name. Hence, I here informally
name them ‘GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO’ (for ‘Global
Organized Gang Stalking Neuro-Warfare Groups’
Electronic Surveillance, Slavery, Tracking, Targeting,
Torture and PsyOps Operation’) and ‘TECC’ (for ‘The
Electronic Concentration Camp’). Evidence
overwhelmingly indicates that “GOG’S NeW
GESSTTTAPO”/”TECC” consists of: 1) repressive and
punitive military-police “surveillance” and political-
psychotronic-terror-“no-touch-torture”-“slow-kill”
techniques directed against “watch-listed”
“suspects”/”domestic political enemies,” 2) corporate-
military weapons-testing and mind-control programs that
utilize “targeted individuals” as non-consensual subjects
in “terminal experiments, ” and 3) deployment of “Total
Individual Control Technology” (TICT, pronounced
“ticked”), a type of EM (electromagnetic) and V2K mind
control technology against segments of the US
population. When “Targeted individuals” (TIs), generally
innocent civilians, are secretly placed on the “Terrorism
Watch-list,” they are classed as “Non-Investigative
Subjects, Handling Code 4, Silent Hits,” and extra-legally
profiled, attacked, incapacitated, “neutralized,” and often,
murdered. (See Dr. John Hall’s “Guinea Pigs:
Technologies of Control,” 2014 and Targetedjustice.com).

These quasi-secret, illegal, and unconstitutional
programs, here dubbed “GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO”
and “TECC,” are now stripping millions of innocent

http://targetedjustice.com/
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civilians of civil rights and subjecting them to innumerable
forms of “no-touch” torture and “slow-kill” murder. By all
definitions, these programs constitute “crimes against
humanity” and treason against the American Republic
(and other nations in which they are deployed). The
institutions and individuals involved in these crimes must
be identified, prosecuted, and punished to the full extent
of the law.

The lies that enable the perpetuation of these crimes are
also treasonous. These include the 9/11 false-flag, state-
sponsored, synthetic “terror” attacks and the phony “War
on Terrorism.” Both of these “intelligence” frauds are
being used as pretexts for prosecuting pre-scripted wars
in the Middle East, imposing a global, authoritarian police
state (GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO), and ushering in a
New World Order-One World Government under Zionazi-
Israeli (Rothschild) control. My research, and that of
others, convincingly proves that the formulation and
execution of these plans have been carried out by Israel
and “fifth column” Zionazi/neocon traitors within the U.S.
who have “captured” the U.S. government (Hendrie, 2010,
Bolyn, 2012, Piper, 2013, 2007, Felton, 2005, 2010, 2011,
Story, 2006, Aaronson, 2013, Akins, 2012, Rich, 2011;
and my 911nwo.com website among other sources).

The acronym “GOG’s NeW GESSTTTAPO” is used here
because:

1) it (‘Global Organized Gang Stalking Neuro-Warfare
Groups’ Electronic Surveillance, Slavery, Tracking,
Targeting, Torture, and PsyOps Operations”) describes
the system far more accurately than current terms in use

http://911nwo.com/
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such as “gang stalking” and “counter-intelligence
stalking,” etc.

2) embedded within the acronym are the terms “GOG,”
which refers to the Biblical antichrist system, and
“GESSTTTAPO,” a reference to the draconian State
Security Police of Nazi Germany. “GOG” is also an
appropriate term because there are strong satanic
aspects of the program. The “NeW GESSTTTAPO, like
the Nazi Gestapo, is above the law, uses surveillance and
coercive tactics against political enemies, pits neighbor
against neighbor, and confines political enemies in
concentration camps. (However, currently, people don’t
go to concentration camps, rather, TECC, “The Electronic
Concentration Camp,” comes to them.) The terms GOG
and GESSTTTAPO, combined are more or less
synonymous with the term, “Zionazi” (= “Ashkenazi!?”),
which may be the single best description of the
satanically-inspired group now guiding humanity toward
the New World Order and Armageddon. Cambridge-
educated economic reporter, Christopher Story, among
others, has reached this same conclusion in “The New
Underworld Order: Triumph of Criminalism; Dark Actors
Playing Games, The Global Fantasies of the Geomasonic
Elite,” 2006: The “perpetraitors” are “Zionazis” that have
infiltrated and work through a multiplicity of “front”
organizations.

3) what’s “NeW” about “GOG’S GESSTTTAPO is “Neuro-
Warfare,” or mind/psychotronic war, based on the
deployment of non-lethal weapons, RNM (Remote Neural
Monitoring) etc., and what is commonly referred to as “the
technology,” or “total individual control technology”
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(TICT).

What happens to a society (a “spyciety”) so criminalized
that the criminals outnumber the victims by a factor of
about 100 to 1; where neighbors spy on and attack their
neighbors; where a monolithic, politicized, and militarized
police force is above the law and murders civilians, and
where citizens no longer have their constitutionally-
guaranteed civil rights, as is now the case in America?
Stay tuned. I predict it won’t be pretty. It seems to this
author, at least, that this program, in and of itself, is
capable of fulfilling all the primary stated goals of the
1776 Bavarian Illuminati: To destroy all nations, all
religions, the family, and private property.

Qui Bono? The New World Order/Synagogue of Satan.
This can, I believe, be discerned from the larger context of
GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO, as represented in the
following brief statements:

“-This is the most important policy of the United States….
with this invisible and silent weapon, they can control
people and populations, biological and electronic systems,
via space satellites…. The elite have plans to get rid of
2/3 of the world’s population with electromagnetic warfare,
chemical warfare, and psychological warfare…. Mind
control, MK, is listed as a “non-lethal weapon” by the
military… and is a weapon of mass destruction along with
nuclear bombs… This technology links the brains of
people via implanted microchips to satellites controlled by
ground-based super-computers…. According to the CIA
Director in 1972, mind control means a world where every
thought, emotion, observation, and need is controlled.”
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(Dr. Rauni Kilde, “Bright Light on Black Shadows,” 2015).

-“Israel was behind all four fronts in 9/11, that momentous
event in our nation´s history: 1) The actual terror attacks
themselves; 2) the subsequent cover-up; and both 3) ¨the
U.S.-led military invasions overseas¨ and 4) the ¨domestic
security state apparatus.¨ (Hugh Akins, “Synagogue
Rising,” 2012)

II. Epigraph Quotes:

1) “National Security is the largest institution in the world
and also the most corrupt institution in the world in the
sheer volume of plunder of America’s financial assets.

Cushman Cunningham, “Conspiracy Facts: Neocons
Unmasked” (2015)

2) “The FBI is spearheading the most colossal and evil
attacks on people ever conceived on the face of the
Earth, and they are using Deep Space-based technology,
Bio-Chemical-Viral-Warfare Elements and Agents, and
Psychological Warfare to destroy people. This is
unprecedented in human affairs… There is no due
process. No one is ever told why he or she is being
attacked. It’s a secret program; they don’t want to have to
explain what they’re doing.

The FBI has control over every agency in government.
The CIA has total access to everything. They are the
secret government. The FBI and the CIA are like
governments unto themselves. They are sovereign states.
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Our government is (not only) doing this to its own
citizens, they are doing it to other civilians around the
world. The United States is making a lot of enemies.
Ordinary people everywhere see what these evil
intelligence agencies are doing- the FBI, CIA, NSA, NSC,
DOD- that’s not good for our own national security.”

-Geral Sosbee, Ex-FBI Whistleblower, lawyer, judge, and
“Targeted Individual” (TI)

3) The use of mind-hacking the greatest people of
influence in a culture can accelerate the desired change
of the whole…. The CIA and DIA are testing maximum
pain and torture to death weapons on random people all
around the globe.

-Dr. Robert Duncan, “Project Soul Catcher: Secrets of
Cyber and Cybernetic Warfare Revealed, Volume Two”
(2010)

4) “More crimes against humanity have been committed
under the shield of “national security” than the people can
ever know…. possibly even more than the mafia.

This is the most important policy of the United States….
with this invisible and silent weapon, they can control
people and populations, biological and electronic
systems, via space satellites.

…To label the (non-consensual) human experimentees,
the victims of mind control, as paranoid-schizophrenic is a
crime against humanity…

The elite have plans to get rid of 2/3 of the world’s
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population with electromagnetic warfare, chemical
warfare, and psychological warfare…. Mind control, MK,
is listed as a “non-lethal weapon” by the military… (But In
2002), the United Nations Institute for Disarmament
Research (UNIDIR) in Geneva, Switzerland, designated
mind control as a weapon of mass destruction along with
nuclear bombs… This technology links the brains of
people via implanted microchips to satellites controlled by
ground-based super-computers….

This is the most important policy of the United
States…. with this invisible and silent weapon, they can
control people and populations, biological and electronic
systems, via space satellites…. …All the US military
branches are involved in the development of the
technology, in cooperation with civil institutions like the
Department of Health, in what is known as the NEURAL
NETWORK ASSOCIATION. At their 1991 conference, it
was revealed that they submitted and endorsed over 1000
projects in brain-computer technology at 350 medical
centers, universities, etc.

…The best way to control people without their knowledge
is through mind control. According to the CIA Director in
1972, mind control means a world where every thought,
emotion, observation, and need is controlled…..
Cybernetics, full neurological control and communication,
has been in use since the 1940s without the knowledge of
the public… The objectives are behavior modification and
influencing mental and bodily functions, processes, and
emotions remotely through computer-satellite links….

…Directed Energy (DE) weapons, mostly EMF
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(electromagentic frequency) and acoustic weapons, act
on the psyche and the body of human beings and all
living creatures. They have been called by many names:
Psycho-physical weapons, weapons of information
warfare, psychotronic weapons, cognitive weapons,
neurological weapons, mind-invasive weapons, mind
control and electronic harassment weapons, remote
neural monitoring, active denial systems, weapons of
electronic warfare, means of neuro-linguistic
programming, means for behavior modification, means of
influence technology, computerized brainwashing
machines, devices to zombify people, means to induce
mental and physical illness, means for hostile
surveillance, people zappers, and weapons of mass
destruction.

…(And) the Swedish military research (FOI) declares in
their report of activities that their goal is to direct the
cognitive functions of people for a lifetime.

… On July 21, 1994, the U.S. Department of Defense
(DOD) proposed that “non-lethal” weapons be used
against anyone engaged in activities that DOD opposed.
That could include almost anyone. DOD’s potential
enemies may be counter-cultural individuals, those with
opposing political viewpoints, economic competitors,
biological undesirables, etc. From my point of view, the
uses of this new technology philosophically are
comparable to and amount to the Biblical Fall of man, the
eviction from paradise. The all-encompassing thought-
reading and mind-influencing capacity (of this
technology) divides man into two encampments: Those
few “God-like” people, who are allowed to use these
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means, and all others, whose freedom and free will is
being taken away.

We have been very surprised to hear about school and
shopping center shootings. How many realize that these
are tests where mind control programming is used to
create a human robot. The serial killer is a victim himself,
being programmed to be an emotionless robot and
following orders to kill. The real killers sit behind
computers and send him electromagnetic beams to the
brain.

…. the secret services and their sabotage and terror
“departments” are the biggest “terrorists” in the world and
work together with the mafia. That was the case even in
World War II, as has been published decades ago….

-Dr. Rauni Kilde, M.D., author, former Chief Medical
Officer of Northern Finland, From: “Bright Light on Black
Shadows” (2015)

5) “…. Israel was behind all four fronts in 9/11, that
momentous event in our nation´s history: 1) The actual
terror attacks themselves; 2) the subsequent cover-up;
and both 3) ¨the U.S.-led military invasions overseas¨ and
4) the ¨domestic security state apparatus.¨

… This is the American Police State under construction
right now under our very noses. It is by the far the most
deadly aspect of the bogus War on Terror (foreign and
domestic), what amounts to the New York/Tel
Aviv/Washington DC ‘Axis of Evil’´s home front application
of its phony War; it´s the more deadly of the two because
it targets not true-to-life terrorists who are allowed to
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stream across our Southern borders or who are granted
dual U.S./Israeli citizenship and allowed to control the
topmost levers of power in politics, finance, business,
national defense, and American security, but rather… the
ones to be targeted are American Christians, ordinary
good citizens and patriots, especially those of the
Catholic and Christian persuasions.

Hugh Akins, “Synagogue Rising,” 2012

6) “I can pay half of the working class to kill the other
half.”

-Jay Gould, 19th century American robber baron

7) “In 1953, (CIA Director Allen) Dulles, speaking before a
national meeting of Princeton alumni, distinguished two
fronts in the then-current “battle for men’s minds”: a “first
front” of mass indoctrination through censorship and
propaganda, and a “second front” of individual
“brainwashing” and “brain changing.” Before an audience
of fellow Ivy Leaguers, Dulles skipped the usual pieties
about democracy. The same year, Dulles approved the
CIA’s notorious MKULTRA project, and exempted it from
normal CIA financial controls.”

-Alex Constantine, “Psychic Dictatorship in the U.S.A.,”
1995

8) “There’s a plot in this country to enslave every man,
woman, and child. Before I leave this high and noble
office, I intend to expose this plot.” –

-President John F. Kennedy, 7 days before his
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assassination

9) “Yet the individual is handicapped by coming face to
face with a conspiracy so monstrous he cannot believe it
exists. The American mind simply has not come to a
realization of the evil which has been introduced into our
midst.”

-J. Edgar Hoover, FBI Director for 50 years

10) “The development of weaponry based on new physics
principles; directed-energy weapons, geophysical
weapons, wave-energy weapons, genetic weapons,
psychotronic weapons, etc., is part of the (Russian) state
arms procurement program for 2011-2020.”

-Voice of Russia

11) “If the freedom of speech is taken away, then dumb
and silent we may be led like sheep to slaughter.”

-President George Washington

12) Treason doth never prosper:
What’s the reason?
Why, if treason prosper
None dare call it treason.

-Lord John Harington, 1605

III. Precursors: Earlier and Current
Versions of “GOG’S NeW

GESSTTTAPO”/”TECC” include:
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1) U.S. police-intelligence units, termed “Red Squads,”
have operated in major American cities since the late 19th
century to infiltrate, subvert, and neutralize unions and
other “political movements and groups” considered to be
“subversive” or “dissident.” (See Donner’s “Protectors of
Privilege: Red Squads and Police Repression in Urban
America,” 1990). In recent decades, increasingly-
militarized American police forces have expanded into the
modern “Police-Industrial Complex”/”Corporate-Security-
Surveillance State” and have created “GOG’S NeW
GESSTTTAPO.” (See Balko’s “Rise of the Warrior Cop:
The Militarization of America’s Police Force,” 2014; Priest
and Arkin’s “Top Secret America: The Rise of the New
American Security State” 2011)

2) War, of course, has always been the most profitable of
all rackets (See Brigadier General Smedley D. Butler’s
“War is a Racket,” 1936).

DOD (Department of Defense)’s “Revolution in Military
Affairs” (RMA) involves fighting a new kind of war, termed
“Fourth Generation Warfare” (Rich, 2011). Fourth
Generation Warfare involves the use of “nonlethal
weapons” (directed energy weapons) in “Mind
War”/”Psychological Warfare”/”Information Warfare”
(IW)/”Unconventional Warfare” (UW)/”Assymetric and
Irregular Warfare” (AW,IW)/”Military Operations Other
Than War” (MOOTW), “Civil-Military Operations
(CMO)”/”Network-centric Warfare”/”Computer network
Operations”/”Nonlethal Weapons” Programs/”Perception
Management.” DOD has been preparing to implement
COG (Continuity of Government) and Martial Law in
America since the middle 1960s. These plans are
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embedded in Operation Garden Plot/Cable Splicer
(middle 1960s and early 1970a), were updated in
Operation Rex 84 (Readiness Exercise 1984), and
updated again in Operation 9/11 (Sept. 11, 2001). Plans
for fighting a civil war were tested in Jade Helm ’15/UWEX
’16 military drills that involved eight states. (Jade Helm’s
goal was the “Mastering The Human Domain” by
SOCOM; Special Operations Command of all branches of
the U.S. military).

Mind control and torture techniques have been and are
being tested and deployed in Guantanamo Bay/Abu
Ghraib and probably hundreds of similar torture/mind
control (“extraordinary rendition”) centers throughout the
world, and covertly, on innocent Americans and civilians
in other nations via “GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO.”
Declaration of Martial Law would permit government to
inter “subversives”/”dissidents” in the 800+ FEMA prison
camps already constructed in America. (See Burghardt’s
“Police State America: U.S. Military “Civil Disturbance”
Planning,” 2002; Turse’s “The Complex: How the Military
Invades Our Everyday Lives,” 2008; Rich’s “New World
War: Revolutionary Methods for Political Control” 2011;
Moreno’s “Mind Wars: Brain Science and the Military in
the 21st Century,” 2006).

3) DOD/NSA/DHS/FBI/CIA’s “Net-Centric Warfare”/”Fourth
Generation Warfare”/”Civil-Military Operations”/”Low-
Intensity Conflict”/”counter-intelligence stalking,”
operations, etc., now deployed worldwide include
SOCOM (Special Operations Command) destabilization
operations in some 134 nations and the “targeting” of
innocent Americans and other citizens throughout the
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world.

4) US military and intelligence functions have been
outsourced since the 1970s and 1980s to the extent that
some 50 to 70% of these operations, presumably
including GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO, are now
conducted by private sector defense and “security”
companies such as Infragard, SIS, Raytheon, SAIC,
Martin Marietta, Leidos, Lockheed Martin, Northrup
Grumman, Bechtel, Boeing, Halliburton, and thousands
of other companies. (See Harris’ “The Watchers: The Rise
of America’s Surveillance State, 2010; Shorrock’s “Spies
For Hire: The Secret World of Intelligence Outsourcing,”
2008; O’Toole’s “The Private Sector: Rent-a-Cops, Private
Spies, and the Police-Industrial Complex,” and Redden’s
“Snitch Culture: How Citizens Are Turned Into the Eyes
and Ears of the State,” 2000)

Bryan Kofron identifies the following “Private Security”
contracting companies as being deeply involved in “the
Program:” Amazon, Blackwater, Academi, Pinkerton’s
National Detective Agency, G4S, Dyncorp Security-
Protection, Security Industries Specialists, Inc. (SIS),
Scientific Applications International Corporation (SAIC),
Infragard, and Lockheed Martin.

5) The CIA’s MK-ULTRA/MONARCH Mind Control-Torture
Programs and Experiments (1953 onward), Phoenix
Program (targeting of Vietnamese civilians for elimination,
1965-1972), Operation MH-CHAOS (targeting of anti-
Vietnam war protesters in America, 1967-1974), the
1963/1985 KUBARK Torture Manual, Operation Condor
(political repression and state terror program in South
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America, 1968 onward), death squads throughout the
world, and de-stabilization exercises in scores of countries
are just some of the “secret” wars and subversive
activities of the CIA (See William Blum’s “Killing Hope:
U.S. Military and CIA Interventions Since World War II,
1995, and “Rogue State: A Guide to the World’s Only
Superpower,” 2000; Marshall Thomas’ “Monarch: The
New Phoenix Program,” 2011; Douglas Valentine’s “The
CIA As Organized Crime; How Illegal Operations Corrupt
America and the World,” 2017; Col. L. Fletcher Prouty’s
“The Secret Team: The CIA and its Allies in Control of the
United States and the World,” 1973; Ross’s “Bluebird:
Deliberate Creation of Multiple-Personality by
Psychiatrists,” 2000; Moreno’s “Undue Risk: Secret State
Experiments on Humans,” 2000; and Balthazar’s “Project
MK-ULTRA and Mind Control Technology; A Compilation
of Patents and Reports,” 2017).

6) FBI’s COINTELPRO (Counter-Intelligence Program)
ran from 1956-1971 and targeted leftist political groups
and individuals for active surveillance, infiltration,
discrediting, and “neutralization,” including murder, much
like GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO, which has been termed
COINTELPRO Version 2.

7) CIA/MI6/NATO/Masonic “Stay Behind
Armies”-“Operation Gladio” secret terror programs
disabled leftist political movements in Western Europe
between 1951 and 1990 (and onward). (See Philip
Willan’s “Puppetmasters: The Political Use of Terrorism in
Italy,” 2002)

8) The “Syndicate,” comprised of mafia, ex-military and
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intelligence operatives, corporate criminals, and street
thugs, has essentially merged with the highest levels of
the U.S. Military and intelligence services (See Kay
Griggs interviews on this website). The world got a
glimpse of these criminal networks that profit from the
black-market sale of arms and drugs during the Iran-
Contra scandal of the 1980s (See the Christic Institute’s
“Inside the Shadow Government,” 1988; Valentine’s “The
CIA As Organized Crime: How Illegal Operations Corrupt
America and the World,” 2017; and EIR’s “Dope, Inc.
Britain’s Opium War Against the World” 2010). According
to Dr. Rauni Kilde’s “Bright Light on Black Shadows,” “the
syndicate” is also a global asset-stripping-surveillance
operation which is part of GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO.

9) East German State Security Service’s (Stasi’s)
psychological terror program, “Zerzetsung” (1950-1991),
employed a network of citizen spies (1 of 6 civilians were
spies) that infiltrated all institutions. The Department of
Homeland Security in America was founded in 2002 by a
group that included Markus Wolf, formerly head of the
foreign intelligence sector of the Stasi! (See Funder’s
“Stasiland: Stories from Behind the Berlin Wall,” 2002).

10) The Soviet Union’s “Red Terror” (political repression
and mass killings from 1918 to 1921), carried out by the
Soviet Cheka (1917 onward), killed and tortured millions
and operated the gulag system (labor and death camps)
in which some 66+ million civilians were starved, tortured
and killed. The KGB (Committee for State Security, 1954-
91) ran the “Psycho-Terrorism/”Political Terrorism”
Programs. (See Solzhenitsyn’s “Gulag Archipelago” and
Lina’s “Under the Sign of the Scorpion: The Rise and Fall
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of the Soviet Empire,” 2002).

11) Nazi Germany’s Gestapo (Secret State Police; 1936-
1945) bore a striking resemblance to GOG’S NeW
GESSTTTAPO: In Gestapo, we read: “This police force
was unlike others in that it answered to no judicial or legal
(or civilian) oversight…. As part of the Nazi consolidation
of power, all German police forces were combined.
Germany, like many countries in Europe, had a long
history of political policing dating back to the imperial
period. It used surveillance and coercive tactics against
movements and individuals it deemed hostile to the state
or posing a threat to the established order. The Gestapo
distinguished itself from other police in that it functioned
not just as a police force but as a force inseparable from
the Nazi Party, with a mandate to operate outside the law
or judicial review to combat legal activity deemed
unacceptable by the Party. Gestapo officers targeted
mainly political enemies of the Nazis, such as
communists, social democrats, liberals, and other targets,
but not initially Jews.

Because enemies of the state were so hated, they
argued, it was necessary to confine them in “protective
custody” to protect them from the righteous anger of good
German citizens. This twisted logic allowed the Gestapo
full power to arrest individuals and hold them in
concentration camps like Dachau indefinitely without ever
charging them or giving them a judicial hearing. By the
end of the summer of 1933, an estimated 100,000
Germans had been imprisoned at some point and 500–
600 killed.

http://www.ushmm.org/
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The Gestapo followed Hitler’s armies into every country
during the conquest of Europe. By pitting neighbor
against neighbor, Gestapo agents established the same
kind of terror mechanism in each occupied country that
had worked so well back in Germany. In 1942, the
Gestapo took things a step further via Hitler’s “Night and
Fog Decree.” Suspected anti-Nazis would now vanish
without a trace into the misty night never to be seen
again. The desired effect as stated by Himmler was to
“leave the family and the population uncertain as to the
fate of the offender.” The victims were mostly from
France, Belgium and Holland. They were usually arrested
in the middle of the night and whisked off to far away
prisons for torture-interrogation, eventually arriving at a
concentration camp in Germany if they survived. Gestapo
interrogation methods included repeated near drownings
of a prisoner in a bathtub filled with ice-cold water;
electric shocks by attaching wires to hands, feet, ears and
genitalia; crushing a man’s testicles in a special vice;
securing a prisoner’s wrists behind his back then hanging
him by the arms causing shoulder dislocation; beatings
with rubber nightsticks and cow-hide whips; and burning
flesh with matches or a soldering iron.”

12) Misdiagnoses of “non-consensual
experimentees”/”targeted individuals” as mentally ill by
psychologists/psychiatrists is a potent weapon against
civilian “enemies” and a cover for illegal human
experimentation and torture. (See: STOP FALSE
DIAGNOSES LEADING TO FORCED PSYCHIATRIC
DETAINMENT TO COVER ILLEGAL HUMAN
EXPERIMENTATION AND MILITARY TRAINING
RESULTING IN TORTURE). In “Bluebird: Deliberate

http://www.change.org/p/stop-false-diagnoses-leading-to-forced-psychiatric-detainment-to-cover-illegal-human-experimentation-and-military-training-resulting-in-torture
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Creation of Multiple Personality by Psychiatrists” (2000)
Collin A. Ross states that the entire profession of
psychology/psychiatry is criminally implicated by their
participation in the CIA’s MKULTRA programs of the
1950s – 1970s and onward.

13) Israel/Jewry’s history of using terrorism to achieve
their political objectives pre-dates the formation of Israel
in 1948. They continue to use Palestinian citizens as lab
rats for directed energy and chemical weapons testing
experiments. (Piper, 2009, 2007a, 2007b)

14) Numerous nations, including Russia, Britain, Israel,
China, the United States have a long history of

experimentation in methods of manipulating the human
mind and nervous system via psychotronic and

electromagnetic weaponry.

IV. Components of GOG’S NeW
GESSTTTAPO/TECC Operations:

IV-a. Institutional and Personnel
Components

A) The “Syndicate”/”organization,” as described in various
accounts, is a profit-taking criminal organization
presumably connected with other criminal operations that
are also overseen by intelligence agencies, mafia, and
high level military personnel. Related organizations would
include drug lords cartels, arms dealers, high level
military and ex-military personnel, street thugs, etc.,
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Masons, Jews, and members of secret societies.
Members of “the syndicate” have reportedly infiltrated all
nations, institutions, walks of life, and are overseen by the
(Jewish) mafia.

According to one ex-stalker, there are various ranks in the
“syndicate,” from the top down (Don’t Be a Perpetraitor:.

1) the Supreme Council controls the entire operation.
These are “old money family types” who live off their
investments (the Illuminati?).
2) Bureau of Alliances- “trading partners”- handles our
allies (there are other gang stalking groups)
3) Bureau of Technology
a) BoT (Field) is in charge of electrical equipment
b) BoT (Communication) monitors all emails, phones, etc.
4) Bureau of Authority, including lawyers, judges, medical
officers, psychiatrists, etc.
5) Scripting, Observation, and Execution Bureau (“The
Theatre”)
a) Scripting Orchestration (“playwrights”)
b) Field Officers (“thespians”)
6) pawns/concerned citizens (many may not even know
they are part of the syndicate)

And in form of a dialogue between two women, Dr. Rauni
Kilde explains in “Bright Light on Black Shadows:”

A.G.: They have top medical staff, also dentists and
scientists bribed with top psychiatrists and experts in
business and finance to take over the world with
microchips and the computer. You see, they have every
big shot capitalists on the computer. They sabotage, lend

https://www.gangstalkingmindcontrolcults.com/dont-be-a-perpetraitor-dr-eric-karlstrom-interview-with-kev-baker-tfr-3-20-18/
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money, and take over.

This is the most brilliantly self-financed war. They can see
everything that another person does. They can read their
minds, they cannot hide anywhere, and the same will
happen to you. They can steer you, tiny transisters are
placed in your homes, in the walls.

Recruiting the “street perps:”

“…. Intelligence agencies infiltrate everything from left to
right. From women’s organizations to UFO groups to
cults. They use terrorism, Satanism, sabotage,
disinformation and media outlets. They recruit the
fieldworkers, old pensioners, invalids, handicapped,
wheelchair patients, teenagers, housewives, etc. For
neighborhood espionage. No one suspects them until it is
too late. Jobless workers, outpatients from mental
hospitals, released prisoners, motorcycle gangs,
immigrants, non-white races are recruited. They become
soldiers for “The Organization.” For their sabotage,
threats, thefts, and psychological terror they get
promotions and points.

…. Victim’s relatives, acquaintances and friends will be
recruited to cooperate with intelligence services. This
happens with the help of pressure and is generally not
difficult. …. Intelligence agencies activities or counter-
intelligence activities against the immigrant, which is the
target, lasts throughout his whole life.
Target groups are also military research, research in
chemistry, rocket technology and computers, medical
research, especially cancer research.
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Recruiting scientists goes the same way as with others.
Material which is received this way is bought with money.
There are also ideological reasons and also pressure can
be used. Pressure can happen with infidelity, hidden
homosexuality or with bribes which have been given.
Threats against family and relatives makes many bow
down. Intelligence services infiltrate also cultural life, e.g.
journalists and authors. Meaning is to recruit persons who
work also in other countries, persons who are there to
form opinions.

Satanism, you see, is our strongest card, because no one
will take it seriously. The whole idea is to be as evil as
possible, because it is unthinkable to normal people, no
one can digest it.”

Eve: Who started all this?

A.G.: Oh, you don’t understand, it is practiced on the
highest levels of government. We have meetings in the
desert on the largest ranches in the U.S. and everybody
thinks up the most evil thing one can do to another
person. The CIA is directly involved; actually very heavily.
We can also make ourselves transparent, but not
everyone, only certain chosen for specific tasks. We have
séances and do mass concentrations on a victim. Hells
Angels, Nazism, and Satanism is propagated from the
same source.

B) The “Syndicate” presumably is a subset of “the master
cult” which I have identified as Judeo-Masonic satanism
and the many groups and fronts that they control. This
“master cult” most probably also has many levels and
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layers. Each level would likely be infused with many
individuals whose minds have been fragmented and
programmed in MKULTRA-type mind control programs so
they can fulfill specific missions for the “cult.” Among
these missions, presumably, are the execution of GOG’S
NeW GESSTTTAPO operations.

The uppermost tier, again, is probably comprised mainly
of top Illuminati-Masonic-Black Nobility families. The
middle tiers would include individuals from all walks of life
including many of the professions; CEOs, business
leaders, lawyers, judges, cognitive scientists, professors,
military and police personnel, etc. Lower-tier “soldiers”
would include members of covens, other satanic groups,
criminals, mind-controlled slave/sleepers, etc. It is
important to note that some researchers such as Russ
Disdair and Fritz Springmeier, estimate that America has
many as 10 million MKULTRA victims who are, in effect,
“sleeper”-“super soldiers.” These authors estimate as
many as 100 million such victims worldwide.

C) Meta data information for the “surveillance society” is
collected and stored at NSA facilities on NSA
(“conscious?”) supercomputers, probably located in “deep
underground military bases” (DUMB).

D) “Suspected terrorist threats” (i.e., “political enemies”
and “non-consensual experimentees”) are “watch-listed”
at FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force centers and
Department of Homeland Security fusion centers based
on information provided by intelligence agencies (NSA,
CIA, FBI, etc.) DOD, private subcontractors, law
enforcement agencies, Neighborhood Watch and vigilante
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civilian groups, powerful individuals, corporate leaders,
the “syndicate” (mafia), etc.

E) Secret orders issued by (cooperating) Federal
Magistrate Judges (or FISA court judges) permit federal,
state, and local “civil-military” agencies and groups to
begin active surveillance on citizens designated as
“potential threats.” (“Active Surveillance” here includes
assault and battery, torture, home invasion, destruction of
cars, through-the-wall use of electromagnetic weapons,
imprisonment, institutionalization, entrapment, “suiciding,”
etc.). In effect the “watch-listing” of “suspects” (innocent
civilians) allows state, federal, and local authorities to
extra-legally and secretly imprison innocent civilians in
TECC (“The Electronic Concentration Camp”).

F) A “secret army” is comprised and deployed, consisting
of individuals and groups within US military forces
(including special forces), police, FBI, CIA, private
subcontractors, and civilian groups. These groups profile,
stalk, defame, and “surveille” (torture, entrap, imprison,
institutionalize, destroy, and “suicide”) designated
“suspects”/”targets.”

(Key personnel components of GOG’S NeW
GESSTTAPO, then, include the “interagency,” comprised
of FBI, CIA, NSA, DHS fusion centers, FBI Joint Terrorism
Task Forces, Federal Magistrate Judges, the legal justice
system, federal, state, and local police, Neighborhood
Watch, paid and volunteer civilian groups, private military-
intelligence-security sub-contractors, special forces
operatives in all branches of US military, a critical mass of
individuals and institutions of the psychology and medical
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professions, including teams of CIA/DIA-paid university
and medical “cognitive researchers,” the “syndicate”
(global organized crime group), specific religious groups
and cults, and critical sectors of the legal establishment
that include Federal Magistrate Judges, FISA Court
judges, etc.

G) Illegal and unconstitutional activities (crimes) of
GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO are covered up by:

1) cooperating medical and psychological professionals
and institutions that falsely diagnose TIs/victims as
mentally ill, commonly citing the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual (DSM V) to characterize targeted victims as
delusional, paranoid, and/or schizophrenic. The
“psychiatric reprisal,” fully developed under the Soviet
Union, is used as a further means to discredit,
incarcerate, institutionalize, and drug victims/political
enemies.

2) cooperating elements within law enforcement and the
justice system that extend from the national and
international levels to the smallest communities.

IV-b. Technical Components

A) The Geographic Information Grid (GIG) provided by
satellites is used to locate any person or object anywhere
on the planet. NSA (National Security Agency) has
access to all information generated by all satellites.
According to targetedjustice.com, and the Air Force
Space Command & US Strategic Command keep track of
all 1,400 active satellites.

http://targetedjustice.com/
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B) TIs and nearly everyone else can also be tracked with
pin-point accuracy through the global network of cell
phone towers, particularly when they carry personal cell
phones.

C) “Conscious supercomputers,” probably stored in Deep
Underground Military Bases (DUMBs), can identify “brain
prints” of all “persons of interest.” “Computer-to-brain”
and “brain-to-brain” linkups are used to inject thoughts,
images, voices, videos, etc. into the minds of “targeted
individuals.”

D) Electromagnetic signals, complete with carrier
frequencies specifically designed for each TI, are
broadcast from the “conscious supercomputers” and
relayed to the brains of Targeted Individuals via satellite,
cell towers, and mobile platforms.

E) On-the-ground stalking (TECC) operations are
probably mostly coordinated via mobile C4ISR
(Commmand, Control, Communications, Computers,
Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconaissance) “war rooms.”
All sectors of the military, many private military
subcontractors, and presumably “the syndicate” have
access to this technology. The US Army Press has
published the “Journal of Net-Centric Warfare (C4ISR)”
since 2002.

IV-c. Tactical/Strategic Components
of the System

A) US military doctrine since the 1980s has been to wage
a new kind of (“Fourth Generation”) warfare through the
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secret deployment of “nonlethal” (electromagnetic and
acoustic) weapons and “battle swarming” strategies
against targeted individual and groups. Names for this
new warfare include: “Information Warfare” (IW),
“Unconventional warfare” (UW), “Asymetrical Warfare”
(AW), “Net-centric warfare” (NCW), “Low-intensity conflict”
(LIC), “Military operations other than War” (MOOTW),
“Civil-military operations” (CMO), and “computer network
operations” (CNO). Other terms that have been used to
describe this new form of warfare include “gang stalking,”
“counter-intelligence stalking,” “cause stalking,”
“mobbing,” as well as the new terms employed here:
GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO and TECC.

B) The concept and practice of “net-centric warfare”
involves the coordination of multiple simultaneous attacks
(the “battleswarm”) on “targets” by many different
individuals, groups and other elements of the
environment. For “targeted individuals” (TIs), these kind of
attacks may manifest as street-theatre, psychological
attacks and/or attacks by invisible, silent electromagnetic
and acoustic weapons. The psychological, “death of a
thousand cuts” strategy is to “isolate, alienate, and
deprive” targets until the target’s will to resist is
destroyed. Operations are considered successful when
the target is induced to commit a violent crime, and/or is
incarcerated, made homeless, rendered or diagnosed as
insane, and/or commits suicide. Because many laws
prohibit the murder of American civilians, group stalking is
considered a felony. Hence, operations are planned in
such a way that “plausible deniability” is built in to each
attack.
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C. Tactical PsyOp Teams, comprised of professional
psychologists and other cognitive researchers, are
employed by all branches of the military to design “target-
specific” psychological attacks that will subvert and
destroy targets’ psyches and will to resist (Rich, 2011).

V) Simplified, inferred main structural levels of the
stalking/torture/human trafficking program include (from
Bryan Tew email correspondence, personal
communication, 2018):

A) CIA/DIA-contracted (paid) “hive mind teams” comprised
of 3-4 cognitive researchers (psychiatrists, psychologists,
neuro-scientists) manipulate the lives of “targets” /“non-
consensual human experimentees” in “terminal
experiments” designed, among other reasons, to “harvest”
the “souls” (combined intellect, will and emotions) of TIs
via RNM (remote neural monitoring and remote neural
manipulation). Stimulus-response statics collected in this
clandestine manner, over time, permits “neuro-scientists”
to “map” and predict intellectual and emotional responses
of “targets. This information is digitized and downloaded
into NSA/DOD conscious supercomputers and used for a
host of experimental projects, including, for example,
improvement of AI computer systems. These types of data
are also used to improve performance of “enhanced”
human-computer cyborgs in numerous projects of
DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Programs Agency)
and other defense-related agencies. Such information
can also be used, presumably, to help create two new
cyborg races: a cyborg “master race” of immortal,
“omniscient” “supermen” and a cyborg “slave race” of
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robots to serve the cyborg “master race” (Immortality
Project, etc.)

B) (Paid) mobile, “surveillance teams” comprised of ex-
military special forces operatives direct the day-to-day
surveillance, “psy-attacks,” and torture of “TIs,” probably
using the mobile C4ISR computer platforms to coordinate
the movements of street perps (stalkers) with those of TIs,
etc.

C) Paid and volunteer stalkers’ activities are locally
coordinated by “surveillance teams” and local police,
volunteer fire, ambulance service workers, etc. However,
ultimately, stalkers are employed by the
“syndicate”/”organization” (organized crime). The
“syndicate”/”organization” profits from the asset and
intellectual property-stripping of deceased and destroyed
“targets.”

  VI) Inferred Goals of “GOG’S NeW
GESSTTTAPO”/”TECC:”

Goal # 1: Eliminate, discredit, neutralize, remove
designated “adversaries”/”enemies”/”potential terrorist
threats”/”insurgents”/”suspects”/”dissenters”/”
whistleblowers”/the “ideologically
unassimilated”/”targets”/”victims,” etc. through use of
“active surveillance” (which includes covert organized
stalking, torture via directed energy weapons, terror, and
psyops), mind control, and mind control and/or weapons-
testing experimentation.

(Removal of dissent, dissenters, etc. and the civil liberties
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of American citizens protects the criminal ruling elite from
being prosecuted for their crimes against humanity, most
recently including Operation 9/11 and the phony “Global
War on Terrorism,” both of which are used to justify illegal
prosecution of multi-theatre illegal wars and 134 covert,
low-intensity “counter-terrorism” wars throughout the
world, as well as the progressive implementation of a
totalitarian global police state.)

Goal # 2: Traffic “non-consensual human experimentees”
to military, intelligence, university, mafia, and corporate
research teams in order to:

a) Test effects of electromagnetic (nonlethal and mind
control) and other weapons on humans.

b) Execute mind-mapping and mind-cloning projects to:
1) create human-computer “cybernetic organisms”
(cyborgs/robot slaves) that do the bidding of the ruling
elite as well as military-intelligence-criminal operatives,
and b) improve covert technologies to remotely control
human thoughts and bodily functions.

c) Use experimental results to improve the computational
capabilities of AI (artificial intelligence) supercomputers.

d) Apply experimental results of trauma-based mind-
control programming of individuals (TIs) to whole
populations.

Goal #3: Generate wealth through:

a) Increased federal funding to National Security
Establishment “public-private partnerships,” aka the
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“National Security Enterprise” and the “interagency.”

Monies from federal grants and programs flow to
agencies such as DOD, DARPA, CIA, FBI, NSA, police
and fire and special services departments, private sector
agencies such as Infragard and SIS, state, county, and
municipal authorities, civilian groups, and academic
“cognitive” researchers, etc.

b) Stealing assets, talents, intellectual property, and “the
soul” (defined as intellect + will + emotions) of “targeted
individuals” and others. Profits from these activities are
mainly garnered by the “syndicate”/”organization” aka
“organized crime” which directs governments.

c) The National Security Enterprise, here termed, “GOG’S
NeW GESSTTTAPO, then is effectively a “make-work”
and “make-wealth” project for particular segments of
society.

Goal #4: To create a “psycho-civilized society” in which
individuals and the masses are totally controlled and in
which independent thought, dissent, and rebellion are no
longer possible.

Goal #5: Amazon and Google, Microsoft, IBM and other
companies are racing each other to assemble a DNA
database as quickly as they can. (Those in power who
gain access a completed worldwide DNA database and
total individual control technology would have a horrifying
weapon at their disposal to target literally anyone they
wanted.)

Goal# 6: Radical reduction of the human population, i.e.,
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mass genocide of “useless eaters.”

Goal # 7: Ushering in “Satan’s” antichrist kingdom on
earth.

VII) Larger Context of GOG’S NeW
GESSTTTAPO

The subversion, corruption, and destruction of the United
States’ Constitutional Republic and its conversion into a
total surveillance-fascist-slave state has been
accomplished incrementally over the past couple
centuries through a series of carefully orchestrated
takeovers (aka coups or overthrows). Much like Targeted
Individuals, the American Republic itself has been and is
being subjected to a “slow-kill”/”death of a thousand cuts”
strategy. Notable events that have contributed to the
demise of American sovereignty include the following:

A) 1886: Corporations were granted the legal rights of
personhood in the Santa Clara County Vs. Southern
Pacific Railroad decision. (See T. Hartmann’s “Unequal
Protection: The Rise of Corporate Dominance and the
Theft of Human Rights, 2004)

B) 1913: A private international banking cartel was given
the power to print the currency and control the money
supply in the Federal Reserve Act. (See Eustace Mullin’s
“The Federal Reserve Conspiracy,” 2014, 1954).

C) 1947: The National Security Act created the CIA and
the National Security Council and effectively gave the
private international banking cartel that controls the
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Federal Reserve a private army which has always
operated outside the law. The CIA quickly moved to
control the US government through thousands of covert
or clandestine operations that have effectively
destabilized all existing governments and economies,
including that of the United States. The goal has been to
manipulate and control nations, economies, and political
and cultural movements through corruption, subversion,
and divide-and-conquer tactics. (See L. Fletcher Prouty’s
“The Secret Team: The CIA and Its Allies in Control of the
United States and the World,” 1973, 2011, and Douglas
Valentine’s “The CIA as Organized Crime: How Illegal
Operations Corrupt America and the World, 2017)

D) The sciences of brainwashing, propaganda, and mind
control were refined and improved over the past century,
most notably in the United States, Britain, Nazi Germany,
and the Soviet Union. In addition to massive, covert
assaults on individual subjects, the public mind has been
also been subjected to intense propaganda, mind control,
and manipulation through staging of false-flag terror
events such as Operation 9/11, etc. (See Dr. John
Coleman’s “The Tavistock Institute of Human Relations:
Shaping the Moral, Spiritual, Cultural, Political, and
Economic Decline of the United States of America,” 2006,
Daniel Estulin’s “Tavistock Institute: Social Engineering
the Masses” 2015, and my 911nwo.comwebsite.)

E) 1963: President John F. Kennedy was publicly
assassinated in an operation that was evidently executed
by Israel and American military-intelligence. (See Michael
Collins Piper’s “Final Judgement: The Missing Link in the
JFK Assassination Conspiracy” 2000).

http://911nwo.com/
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F) Media control has been increasingly consolidated into
the hands of a small handful of CIA-controlled, Jewish-
owned corporations.

G) 2001: the September 11, 2001 false-flag, state-
sponsored, synthetic terrorist event was contrived and
executed by Israel and the American “interagency.” (See
Christopher Bolyn’s “Solving 9-11: The Deception That
Changed the World,” 2012).

H) 2001 and onward: With the passage of the USA Patriot
Act on October 26, 2001, the staging and waging of pre-
scripted PNAC’s (Project for A New American Century
Jewish-neocon think tank) wars on Afghanistan and Iraq,
and the creation of the Department of Homeland Security
and United States Northern Command (USNORTHCOM),
the “Global War on Terror” is directed against
“designated” enemies/targets at home and abroad. (See
Hugh Akins, “Synagogue Rising: A Catholic Worldview of
Anti-Christian Judaism and Counterrevolutionary
Resistance,” 2012 and Douglas Valentine’s “The CIA As
Organized Crime: How Illegal CIA Operations Corrupt
American and the World,” 2017).

I) There has been systematic corruption of America’s
military, legal, intelligence, and media institutions since
World War II.

VIII) To reiterate: The ultimate goals
of the intertwined

government/”syndicate” Organized
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Stalking/Electronic Targeting and
Torture Operations (here called
GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO or

TECC) are to:

A) “Re-educate” or remove (via destroying and/or torturing
to the point of suicide) those not “ideologically
assimilated” with the New World Order-One World
Government;

B) Convert humans, soldiers, etc. to cybernetic organisms
(“cyborgs” or weapons platforms)/super
soldiers/Manchurian candidates that can be used as
remote-controlled weapons platforms. Using this kind of
cyborg soldier, for instance, Generals can “see” and
“hear” through eyes and ears of the soldiers.

C) Test electromagnetic systems using “targets” as
human guinea pigs/test subjects. (Military and military
contractors test various new technologies that employ
weaponized wavelengths and frequencies of the
electromagnetic and acoustic frequency spectrums on the
human organism.)

D) Mind-hacking and mind-cloning experiments
conducted by military and psychiatric professionals use
“targets” to replicate soul (personality; will, intellect, and
emotions of targets) to enhance development of AI and
integrated neural-networks (the “hive mind”) among the
population.
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E) “Kill off” of the best people, while stealing their
personal and intellectual property.

F) Through continual psy-attacks and the stress of
prolonged targeting, targets can be induced to manifest
behavioral symptoms that can be diagnosed as
characteristic of delusional disorder, schizophrenia,
and/or paranoia by cooperating members of the
pscyhology/psychiatry professions.

G) Put TIs through hell on earth and into eternal hell;

H) Usher in the totalitarian New World Order, i.e., Satan’s
kingdom on earth, aka the “Jewish Utopia or Universal
Empire, thereby fulfilling ancient plan of Judaism, and
Judaic-satanic secret societies such as the Illuminati,
Skull and Bones, the Masons, Rosicrusians, etc. (Jones,
2012, Hoffman, 2012, Akins, 2012, Marrs, 2016).

IX) Conclusion:

The precursors and inferred goals and structure of
GOG’S NeW GESSTTTAPO presented here suggest that
the U.S. government has been “captured” and operates
as an extension of the criminal syndicate that now runs it.
In retrospect, it appears that “alien” “fifth column” groups
wrested control of the American Republic in a series of
coups (overthrows) over the past two centuries and that
their goals and methods are not compatible with those of
the U.S. government as outlined in the U.S. Constitution.
Rather, their goals include Jewish conquest of the world
and enslavement of humanity. These goals and methods
have been articulated by Jewish leaders throughout
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history and have most recently been expressed in
documents of the “Bavarian Illuminati” (late 18th century),
the Communist Manifesto (middle 19th century), the
Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion (early 20th
century), and innumerable other Jewish writings.

X) Final Explanatory Quotes From
Hugh Akins’ “Synagogue Rising”

(2012) and Related Audio Interviews:

“…. Israel was behind all four fronts in 9/11, that
momentous event in our nation´s history: 1) The actual
terror attacks themselves; 2) the subsequent cover-up; 3)
and both ¨the U.S.-led military invasions overseas¨ and 4)
the ¨domestic security state apparatus.¨

….. the consolidation and expansion of America´s police
forces under the behemoth totalitarian Department of
Homeland Security has been a Mossad operation from
the start. James Corcoran´s book “Bitter Harvest” quoted
a patriot, marked for death by secret government orders,
by the name of Gordon Kahl, as saying, ¨The CIA, U.S.
Marshall Service, FBI, Secret Service and all but the
smallest police departments were under the influence of
the Mossad.¨

….. PressTV.ir put out its own bulletin titled ¨FBI, Mossad
Turn U.S. into Police State,¨ dated Dec. 22, 2010. The
new U.S. government espionage plan, which will
transform the country into a police state, is being carried
out in close cooperation with Israeli Mossad…. The
federal agencies that are putting together these police
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state tactics are working hand-in-hand with Israeli
intelligence and… the Anti-Defamation League of B´nai B
´rith here in the United States,¨ former U.S. Senate
candidate Mark Dankof said in his interview with Press
TV.

Dankof pointed out that …. The new massive espionage
system is aimed at linking the intelligence in the United
States to the Israeli Mossad. Elsewhere in his remarks,
Dankof warned that U.S. President Barack Obama is
trying to convince the Federal Court that the commander-
in-chief can resort to any extrajudicial action – including
killing U.S. citizens – under the pretext of suspicion of
their involvement with terrorist organizations.

A Washington Post investigative report indicates that the
U.S. government is using the largest and most
technologically sophisticated system in the country´s
history to spy on its citizens. With the help of every state
and law enforcement agency, the system collects, stores
and analyzes information about thousands of U.S.
citizens and then sends that data to the FBI….

At least 95 organizations – each with its own
counterterrorism responsibilities and jurisdictions – have
been created or become involved in counterterrorism
efforts since the Sept. 2001 incidents in New York and
Washington.¨

Call it counterterrorism, national defense or homeland
security if you want. It has little to do with these legitimate
concerns. Something more appropriate, we think, would
be the radicalization of our police and the communization
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of our country. The ADL and B´nai B´rith are not alone in
this treasonous work. Nearly as fanatical in its Jewish
supremacism and hatred for Christianity, the Southern
Poverty Law Center similarly admits to having undertaken
the ¨training¨- i.e., indoctrination and radicalization – of
America´s police forces, helping transform these agencies
of law enforcement into future instruments of tyrannical
repression. According to an interview with the director of
the SPLC´s ¨Intelligence Project,¨ Mark Potok, by
American Free Press, the SPLC trains anywhere between
2,000 and 8,000 police officers a year… in everything
from hate crimes training to…. Training in hate groups
and domestic terrorism.¨ (Dave Gahary, ¨SPLC Admits
Defining ¨Hate¨ is Purely Subjective,¨ American Free
Press, Jan. 31, 2011).

Another recent article confirms the ongoing process of
U.S. police militarization, the strategic empowerment of
America´s police departments enabling them, not to more
efficiently handle crime and terrorism, but to better
bludgeon Christian Americans who are prone to morally
resist State Totalitarianism and World Government. ¨The
U.S. military has some of the most advanced killing
equipment in the world that allows it to invade almost
wherever it likes at will.¨

A National Police Force was the one major missing
ingredient in America´s communization. That is now in
place, developing at a frightful pace, and fully endorsed
by conservatives no less than liberals, is a fact most
Americans remain completely oblivious to, recognizing no
danger in such totalitarian initiatives as ATF (now
BATFE), DEA, FBI, FEMA, the U.S. Marshall´s Service,
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the Department of Homeland Security, the Patriot Act, the
NDAA of 2012, and the vast increase in the use of heavily
militarized SWAT teams to handle even the most routine
of police functions.

This is the American Police State under construction right
now under our very noses. It is by the far the most deadly
dual aspects of the bogus War on Terror (foreign and
domestic), what amounts to the New York/Tel
Aviv/Washington DC Axis of Evil´s home front application
of its phony War; it´s the more deadly of the two because
it targets not true-to-life terrorists who are allowed to
stream across our Southern borders or who are granted
dual U.S./Israeli citizenship and allowed to control the
topmost levers of power in politics, finance, business,
national defense and American security, but rather, as we
shall yet make clear, the ones to be targeted are
American Christians, ordinary good citizens and patriots,
especially those of the Catholic and Christian
persuasions.

…. We have been brought to the very threshold of the
TOTAL STATE, which translates to zero liberty, not just
for men but the Church, and that this has long been an
objective of our would-be slavemasters. ¨We shall abolish
every kind of freedom,¨ say the Zionist Elders seeking to
impose their Rabbinic Captivity upon the whole world.
(Protocol 16). ¨We shall create an intensified
centralization of government in order to grip in our hands
all the forces of the community…. Our kingdom will be
distinguished by a despotism of such magnificent
proportions as to be at any moment and in every place in
a position to wipe out any goyim who oppose us by word
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or deed….¨(Protocol 5).

¨We produce so much military equipment that inventories
of military robots, M-16 assault rifles, helicopters, armored
vehicles, and grenade launchers eventually start to pile
up and it turns out a lot of the weapons are going straight
to American police forces to be used against U.S.
citizens.

Benjamin Carlson at the Daily reports on a little known
endeavor called the ¨1033 Program¨ that gave more than
$500 million of military gear to U.S. police forces in 2011
alone.¨ (Robert Johnson, ¨The Pentagon is Offering Free
Military Hardware to Every Police Department in the U.S.¨
Business Insider, Dec. 10, 2011). The article adds, ¨Now it
all makes sense why (the Zionist) New York Mayor
Michael Bloomberg says he has his own army with the
NYPD.¨

¨The ADL (Anti-Defamation League) has become the
world´s most powerful Gestapo; the brain center of a vast
spy network and the intelligence unit of a vast number of
Jewish organizations. Their secret agents spy on
American citizens. Extensive files and dossiers are
compiled on those whom they dislike… Throughout their
multitudinous controls of the media…. They are capable
of destroying reputations and silencing all rebuttal. Our
imagination is staggered by its apparent control of the
avenues of communication.¨

Senator Jack Tenney (1971):

“Since the United States first started handing out U.S.
taxpayer dollars to Israel, the tiny Middle Eastern country
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has received more than $10 trillion….

… Before this multi-theatred phony War on Terror is over,
which again is Israel´s war not ours, it could cost the
working class in America, who can barely keep afloat as it
is, as much as 15 trillion dollars or more. $10 trillion plus
$15 trillion comes to $25 trillion! (Akins, 2012).

The nearly seven-decade long Jewish-communist
holocaust against Christians (as well as fellow Jews=-
from Russia to East Europe to Asia, Africa and South
America – is estimated at a staggering 160 – 180 million
people. (See Malcolm Muggeridge´s Winter in Moscow,
The Black Book of Communism by six French scholars
and Voices of Loss and Courage compiled by B.U. Neary
and H. Schneider-Riggs.)

¨The Jewish Utopia¨ is the title of a most revealing book
authored by university professor Michael Higger and which
was uncovered by Robert Williams in the library of the
University of Texas during extensive research on the
communist menace. ¨The Jewish Utopia¨ was published in
1932 by the Lord Baltimore Press of Maryland. ¨The
Jewish Utopia¨ is, according to William´s published
commentary that goes by the title of ¨The Ultimate World
Order- An Analysis of ¨The Jewish Utopia,¨ ¨the authentic
and complete plan of the Zionists for world domination.¨
The Jewish Utopia and New World Order are one and the
same beast-in-the-making. Zionism and the New World
Order are one and the same thing. The New World Order
is where Zionism intends to take all the peoples and
nations of the earth, and Zionism seeks nothing less than
a Universal Satanic Republic under Talmudic Rule.”
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